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Keep yourself open

and don’t neglect your larger self



Applied maths

6= applied differential equations

6= differential equations applied to
physical problems



Algebraic topology of data sets

[extracted from article by Vin de Silva]

http://pages.pomona.edu/~vds04747/public/resume/desilva_research.pdf




DNA knotting
From the website of Dorothy Buck (Imperial):

[source: Buck and Flapan]

http://www2.imperial.ac.uk/~dbuck/
http://www.omup.jp/modules/papers/knot/chap07.pdf


A few other applications of mathematics

• Algebraic topology and real algebraic geometry for robotics [link]

• Group-theoretic classification of insect gaits [link]

• Quantum field theory can predict patterns of biodiversity [link]

http://gmcnet.webs.ull.es/GTMCR2010/Home.html
http://www.bu.edu/abl/files/jnonlinearsci_collins.pdf
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1461-0248.2009.01404.x/abstract


Applied maths
can help

pure maths



Random matrices and the Riemann zeta function

The year: 1972.

The scene: Afternoon tea at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton.

Freeman Dyson, dapper British physicist: ‘So tell me, Montgomery, what
have you been up to?’

Hugh Montgomery, boyish American mathematician: ‘Well, lately I’ve been
looking into the distribution of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function.’

Dyson: ‘Yes? And?’

Montgomery: ‘It seems the two-point correlations go as. . . ’ (turning to write
on a nearby blackboard)

Dyson: Extraordinary! Do you realize that’s the pair-correlation function for
the eigenvalues of a random Hermitian matrix? It’s also a model of the
energy levels in a heavy nucleus — say uranium 238.

[adapted from web page by Bob McLeod]

http://www.ee.umanitoba.ca/~mcleod/Riemann/Dyson.html


Random matrices and the Riemann zeta function

[source: Bob McLeod]

http://www.ee.umanitoba.ca/~mcleod/Riemann/Dyson.html


Two more examples of applied helping pure

• The Gruppenpest (plague of groups) [link]

• My collaborator Mark Meckes: [link]

http://ncatlab.org/nlab/show/Gruppenpest
http://arxiv.org/abs/1308.5407


Prepare to rewire your brain



We all have a mental map of mathematics. . .

algebra

logic analysis

geometry

applied

discrete

statistics

prob

. . . but it can be misleading.



Statistical inference as a branch of logic

[Jaynes link]

http://www.cambridge.org/9780521592710


Knowing unusual combinations
of subjects

gives you an advantage



Logic + topology + computer programming

[link to book]

http://homotopytypetheory.org/book/


You can’t learn everything
yourself. . .



Books I’ve bought for one project
Elements of information theory
Geometric measure theory
Model theory
Matrix analysis
Measuring biological diversity
Fourier analysis in convex geometry
Lectures on functional equations and their
applications
Convex geometry: the Brunn–Minkowski
theory
Topics in matrix analysis
Advanced course in integral geometry and
valuations
Introduction to geometric probability
Introduction to the theory of distributions
Metric structures for Riemannian and
non-Riemannian spaces
A guide to distribution theory and Fourier
transforms
Generalized functions (vols 1–3)
Functional analysis
On measures of information and their
characterizations

Metric spaces, convexity and nonpositive
curvature
Enumerative combinatorics vol 1
Mathematical foundations of information
theory
Information and coding theory
Probability theory: the logic of science
Information theory, inference and learning
algorithms
Inequalities
Geometry of sets and measures in Euclidean
spaces
Mathematical theory of entropy
Probability with martingales
Real analysis
Fourier analysis
Fourier analysis
Maximum entropy and ecology
Real analysis and probability
Introducing genetics
A primer of ecology
Introduction to conservation ecology
Algebraic graph theory



You can’t learn everything
yourself. . .

. . . but you need to know enough to be able to
communicate with your collaborators



Expect the unexpected!


